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Modplan’s customers win again at the Network VEKA awards ceremony

Modplan’s customers have reason to celebrate having picked up various awards at
Network VEKA’s recent gala dinner and awards ceremony.

Held in Stratford-upon-Avon,

the 80’s themed annual event gives recognition to Network VEKA installers who are
considered the best in class.
Rugby Double Glazing won the award for ‘Best in Midlands’, Lewington and Son picked
up the ‘Best in Central England’ for the third year in succession and J & P Home
Improvements won ‘Best in Wales.’
Commenting on the successful awards evening, Modplan’s Managing Director, Heidi
Sachs said, “We are obviously delighted that three of our customers picked up awards at
this prestigious event. It is recognition to the commitment and hard work they put into
their businesses and we congratulate them.

It is clear that the partnership approach we

have with our customers and Network VEKA is a winning formula and the awards are
clear recognition of the effort that everyone puts in.”
Modplan manufactures and provides a comprehensive range of products that includes
Matrix 58, Veka Matrix 70 and 70FS, Veka Vertical sliders, a dedicated painting facility,
PVC-u patio and bifold doors, conservatories, the Vertex Open Canopy, the Vertex roof
system for polycarbonate, glass or tile effect, Wendland roofing system and the newly
added Ultrasky and Livin room. For more information on any of the Modplan’s prodcuts
and support, simply Ask the Man from Modplan.
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